As England waits with bated breath for the government’s decision whether to fund Cervarix (the bivalent vaccine currently used in the national vaccination programme) or quadrivalent Gardasil, we publish two papers exploring the impact of genital warts in England. This is a difficult area to study, since patients with genital warts may present in a variety of settings, and be referred between them. In an unlocked article, Desai et al estimate diagnosed incidence in general practice using a large primary care database, and in genitourinary medicine specialist clinics. With an estimated 1.3% of cases requiring hospital care, the authors conclude that morbidity costing £16.8M per year could be largely prevented by a change in vaccine. Readers may be aware that a survey of 81% with daughters in the relevant age group had actually paid for them to have Gardasil (REF http://www.bashh.org.uk). A second paper by the same QOLIGEN team2 estimates the mean impact of genital warts at 6.6 days of healthy life lost per episode, and it is likely that sexual health physicians are more likely to see patients at the upper end of the spectrum. These papers have already generated debate online, and we hope you will join it.

Chlamydia control remains a vexed area of policy and practice. We publish this month an important editorial3 which explores the wider implications of variation in uptake of chlamydia screening. The original paper Riha et al4 showed that those accepting screening had higher levels of risk behaviour than non-screeners. Heijne and Low point out in the editorial that mathematical modelling will have to revisit its assumption of random uptake of screening, while we need to know more about what determines the offer and uptake of testing.

An interesting paper by Berry et al5 reports the implementation of universal annual screening for STI in an HIV clinical cohort. This practice has gradually become established, and is subject to a CDC recommendation in the USA. The authors documented an increase in the proportion screened annually from 0.12 to 0.38 between 1999 and 2007, but this was not associated with any increase in the proportion of patients diagnosed with gonorrhoea or chlamydia. Their discussion explores the implications of these findings for efforts to further increase uptake of screening, and suggests that a more targeted approach may be justified.

Tipple et al6 explore the potential of quantitative PCR to enhance our understanding of early syphilis. They suggest that ulcers in primary syphilis may be more infectious among HIV positive individuals, while bacteremia peaks during the secondary stage. In this same issue, they also present worrying findings about macrolide resistance,7 detecting a 23S rRNA point mutation conferring macrolide resistance was found in 66.6% of samples from 18 homosexually active men.

The plight of fishing communities at high risk of HIV is emphasised in new data published by Asiki et al.8 Their data from a population based survey in Uganda showed a 28.8% HIV prevalence. The authors point out that these highly vulnerable populations have not yet received the generalised or focused HIV interventions that they need.

The epidemiology of different serovars of chlamydia is intriguingly explored this month, with Bax et al9 reporting likely rectal tissue tropism by the G/Ga serovar, and Templeton et al10 reporting serovar D as most common in a largely asymptomatic population of men who have sex with men in Australia. For our next edition—a Christmas special—we are planning a nostalgic theme. A young historian has agreed to look through our archive, exploring how syphilis, herpes and HIV have appeared as stigmatised conditions to our readership. This has become suddenly topical with the news that a British man has been sentenced to 14 months imprisonment for ‘reckless transmission of an incurable sexually transmitted infection’ after his ex-partner was diagnosed with genital herpes. Even the satirical weekly Private Eye—a publication not known for liberal views—thinks that the Crown Prosecution Service ‘went back to the dark ages’. More on this next month….
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